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federal!government!and!South!Carolina!to!stand!down!and!resist!taking!any!action!further!action!that!put!the!future!of!the!Union!in!peril.144!! *!!!!!*!!!!!*!!James!Madison!was!well!aware!of!Calhoun’s!theory!of!the!single!state!veto!and!dissatisfaction!with!the!tariff!was!widespread!throughout!the!South.!He!was!also!familiar!with!the!debates!that!had!raged!in!the!Senate!during!the!winter!and!early!spring!of!1830,!and!aware!of!the!ongoing!debate!raging!across!the!nation!regarding!the!proper!interpretation!of!the!Constitution.!He!also!was!very!much!aware!South!Carolina!nullifiers!were!using!his!and!Jefferson’s!legacy!as!support!for!their!arguments!in!support!of!the!right!of!a!single!state!to!nullify!and!act!of!Congress!and!to!secede!from!the!Union.!No!longer!able!to!sit!idly!by,!despite!failing!health,!Madison!felt!compelled!to!enter!the!political!fray!one!more!time.!Biographer!Drew!McCoy!painted!a!sharp!and!sobering!picture!of!the!aging!founder:!!During!the!final!six!years!of!his!life,!amid!a!sea!of!personal!troubles!that!threatened!to!engulf!him,!Madison!could!not!get!the!nullifiers!out!of!his!mind.!At!times!mental!agitation!issued!in!physical!collapse.!For!the!better!part!of!a!year!in!1831!and!1832!he!was!bedridden,!if!not!silenced,!by!a!joint!attack!of!severe!rheumatism!and!chronic!bilious!fevers.!Literally!sick!with!anxiety,!he!began!to!despair!of!his!ability!to!make!himself!understood!by!his!fellow!citizens.145!!Exactly!what!finally!propelled!James!Madison!to!enter!the!nullification!debate!is!unclear.!McCoy!concluded!that!the!trigger!was!a!communication!from!Senator!Hayne,!who!assumed!Madison!would!approve!of!the!senator’s!reliance!on!the!Virginia!and!Kentucky!Resolutions!during!his!verbal!sparring!with!Webster.!Hayne!proudly!provided!Madison!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 144Ibid,!135.!! 145McCoy,!The&Last&of&the&Fathers,!151.!
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with!a!copy!of!his!speeches!from!the!debate,!and!flattered!the!elder!statesman!by!expressing!the!“conviction!that!nothing!can!save!us!from!consolidation!and!its!inevitable!consequence,!the!separation!of!the!States,!but!the!restoration!of!the!principles!of!‘98.”146!!Madison!responded!to!Hayne’s!gracious!letter,!but!the!senator!must!have!been!shocked!and!disappointed!at!the!reply,!in!which!Madison!immediately!made!clear!his!disagreement!with!the!theory!“that!the!States!(perhaps!their!Government)!have,!singly,!a!constitutional!right!to!resist,!and!by!force!annul!within!itself,!acts!of!the!Government!of!the!United!States”!that!did!not!constitute!“extreme!cases!of!oppression,!which!justly!absolve!the!State!from!the!constitutional!compact!to!which!it!is!a!party.”!Madison!repeated!his!now!oft!misunderstood!opinion!that!the!constitutional!compact!was!created!by!the!people&of!the!several!states,!not!“the!Governments!of!the!component!States,!.!.!.!;!nor!was!it!formed!by!a!majority!of!the!people!of!the!United!States,!as!a!single!community,!in!the!manner!of!a!consolidated!Government.”!Of!course,!in!the!event!of!an!accumulation!of!“usurpations!and!abuses!of!power,”!a!single!state!could!resort!to!its!“original!rights!and!the!law!of!self?preservation,”!but!secession!was!a!natural!right,!not!a!constitutional!right.147!Madison!noted!that!“distinguished!names”!had!misunderstood!his!Virginia&
Resolutions,!which!he!attributed!to!the!“oblivion!of!cotemporary!indications!and!impressions”!that!had!obscured!its!correct!meaning.!As!evidence,!Madison!cited!the!various!states!that!responded!in!writing!in!1799!to!the!resolutions!adopted!by!Virginia!and!Kentucky!in!1798,!none!of!which!approved!of!the!Resolves!but!none!of!which!interpreted!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 146McCoy,!The&Last&of&the&Fathers,!140;!Robert!Y.!Hayne!to!James!Madison,!March!5,!1830,!The&James&Madison&Papers&at&the&Library&of&Congress,!Library!of!Congress,!Manuscript!Division,!http://www.loc.gov/resource/mjm.23_0049_0050/.!! 147“[Copy!of]!James!Madison!to!Robert!Y.!Hayne![as!enclosed!in!James!Madison!to!Edward!Everett,!April!17,!1830],!April!3,!1830,”!Founders&Online,!National!Archives,!http://!founders.archives.gov/documents/Madison/99?02?02?2017.!
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the!Resolves!as!advocating!the!constitutional&right!of!a!single!state!to!nullify!an!act!of!Congress.148!Madison!pinpointed!one!of!the!key!assumptions!that!he!believed!has!led!interpreters!of!Virginia!and!Kentucky!Resolutions!astray.!Although!Madison!did!not!mention!Jefferson!by!name,!Madison!alluded!to!the!tendency!to!treat!the!federal!government!and!the!state!governments!as!if!“they!belong!to!different!nations!alien!to!each!other.”!This!led!to!the!false!impression!that!“disputes!between!the!Government!of!the!United!States!and!those!of!the!Individual!States!may!and!must!be,!adjusted!by!negociation,!as!between!independent!powers.”!Madison!lamented!that!such!analysis!“too!often!tainted!the!reasoning!applied!to!constitutional!questions.”149!Madison!then!took!aim!at!Calhoun’s!veto,!which!Madison!interpreted!as!meaning!not!only!that!the!“the!offensive!law!of!the!United!States!is!to!be!suspended!within!the!State”!but!also!“arrest!its!operation!every!where.”!Whether!intended!or!not,!Madison!largely!dismissed!the!significance!that!some!had!placed!on!supposed!nationwide!impact!of!the!veto.!For!Madison,!if!Calhoun’s!use!of!the!phrase!“veto”!did!not!mean!that!the!act!of!nullification!was!to!apply!nationwide,!but!only!meant!that!the!state!could!constitutionally&prevent!the!enforcement!of!the!unconstitutional!law!within!its!own!borders,!both!the!legal!as!well!as!practical!effect!of!such!a!single!state!nullification!necessarily!meant!that!the!offending!law!could!not!be!enforced!throughout!the!rest!of!the!country.!As!Edward!Livingston!had!argued!during!the!Webster?Hayne!debate,!the!“uniformity!in!the!operation!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 148“[Copy!of]!James!Madison!to!Robert!Y.!Hayne![as!enclosed!in!James!Madison!to!Edward!Everett,!April!17,!1830],!April!3,!1830.”!! 149Ibid.!!
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of!the!laws!of!the!United!States”!was!“indispensible.”150!Madison!expounded!on!the!critical!importance!of!such!principle!in!his!letter!to!Edward!Everett!in!August!of!that!year:!That!to!have!left!a!final!decision,!in!such!cases,!to!each!of!the!States,!then!thirteen,!and!already!twenty!four,!could!not!fail!to!make!the!Constitution!and!laws!of!the!United!States!different!in!different!States,!was!obvious;!and!not!less!obvious,!that!this!diversity!of!independent!decisions,!must!altogether!distract!the!Government!of!the!Union,!and!speedily!put!an!end!to!the!Union!itself.!A!uniform!authority!of!the!laws,!is!in!itself!a!vital!principle.!Some!of!the!most!important!laws!could!not!be!partially!executed.!They!must!be!executed!in!all!the!States!or!they!could!be!duly!executed!in!none.!An!impost!or!an!excise,!for!example,!if!not!in!force!in!some!States,!would!be!defeated!in!others.!It!is!well!known!that!this!was!among!the!lessons!of!experience,!which!had!a!primary!influence!in!bringing!about!the!existing!Constitution.151!!Related!to!his!rejection!of!the!single!state!right!of!nullification,!Madison!also!rejected!Calhoun!and!Hayne’s!disdain!for!majority!rule!and!Calhoun’s!proposed!check!on!the!right!of!a!single!state!to!nullify!a!federal!law:!the!right!of!three?fourths!of!the!states!to!override!such!nullification.!Such!a!formulation,!Madison!argued,!necessarily!would!grant!“the!smallest!fraction!over”!one?fourth!of!the!states!the!power!to!reverse!the!decisions!of!the!federal!government!at!the!time!of!its!choosing.!Even!if!in!a!particular!instance!the!minority!of!states!were!correct,!“to!establish!a!positive!and!permanent!rule,!giving!such!power,!to!such!a!minority,!over!such!a!majority,!would!overturn!the!first!principle!of!a!free!Government,!and!in!practice!could!not!fail!to!overturn!the!Government!itself.”152!Madison!attempted!to!explain!to!Hayne!what!he!meant!by!“interposition.”!For!Madison,!there!were!two!distinguishable!types!of!interposition!that!were!constitutional!in!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 150Ibid.!151“James!Madison!to!Edward!Everett,!August!28,!1830,”![second!of!two!letters!to!Everett!on!that!date],!Founders&Early&Access,!The!University!of!Virginia,!2009?2015,!http://rotunda.upress.virginia.edu/founders/default.xqy?keys=FOEA?chron?1830?1830?08?28?2.!152Ibid.!!!
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nature,!the!first!being!“the!several!modes!and!objects!of!interposition!against!abuses!of!power;!and!more!especially!between!interpositions!within!the!purview!of!the!Constitution.”!This!type!of!interposition!involved!the!type!of!actions!Senator!Livingston!described!so!well!in!his!speech!during!the!Webster?Hayne!debate:!protests,!remonstrances!and!petitions!sent!to!Congress,!encouraging!the!people&in!their!elective!functions!to!charge!or!instruct!their!representatives,!soliciting!the!cooperation!of!the!states!to!send!in!their!own!protests,!or!proposing!amendments!to!the!Constitution.!Madison’s!second!type!of!interposition!involved!“appealing!from!the!Constitution!to!the!rights!of!nature,!paramount!to!all!Constitutions.”!Was!the!“rights!of!nature”!referred!to!by!Madison!just!another!name!for!the!people’s&natural!“right!of!revolution”!that!Madison!referred!to!earlier?!Despite!the!reference!to!a!“natural”!right!in!his!letter!Senator!Hayne,!in!this!context,!Madison!was!not!referring!to!the!“natural”!(or!what!he!later!refers!to!as!the!“original,”!in!his!letter!to!Charles!Haynes!and!his!letter!to!William!Rives)!right!of!revolution,!which!justifies!“a!single!State!or!any!part!of!a!State”!casting!off!the!“yoke”!of!“extreme!cases!of!oppression.”!That!Madison!failed!to!persuade!Hayne,!or!that!Hayne!misunderstood!Madison’s!point,!was!made!clear!in!subsequent!months!and!years!as!Hayne!never!abandoned!his!position!on!the!constitutional&right!of!a!single!state!to!veto!or!nullify!a!federal!law.153!Although!Madison’s!penchant!for!inexactitude!was!frustrating,!this!second!type!of!interposition!was!what!Christian!Fritz!refers!to!as!the!constitutional!“middle!ground”!between!the!people’s&right!to!exercise!“ordinary”!modes!of!politics—debating,!protesting,!campaigning,!voting—and!the!people’s&right!of!revolution!in!response!to!an!oppressive!government.!This!form!of!interposition!involved!the!people!of!a!state!forming!a!majority!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 153Ibid.!!
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with!the!people!of!other!states!and!collectively!taking!action!as!the!ultimate!sovereigns!of!the!nation!and!the!creators!of!the!Constitution.!This!collective!action!as!the!ultimate!sovereign!was!the!same!type!of!action!that!the!people!of!Virginia,!for!example,!employed!when!they!created!the!Virginia!constitution.!Madison’s!middle!ground!was!made!clearer!in!subsequent!letters!Madison!wrote!during!the!Nullification!Crisis.154!Madison’s!first!type!of!interposition!was!the!stuff!of!ordinary!politics.!The!best!example!would!be!the!events!that!ultimately!led!to!the!adoption!of!the!Virginia!and!Kentucky!Resolutions,!and!the!resolutions!themselves,!targeting!“unjustifiable!acts!of!the!Federal!Government”!consistent!with!“the!provisions!and!forms!of!the!Constitution.”!Grass!roots!protests!and!petitions!were!followed!by!pleas!to!their!respective!state!representatives,!which!were!followed!by!resolutions!of!state!legislatures!of!protest!seeking!the!repeal!of!the!offending!legislation.!When!the!federal!government!failed!to!respond,!the!
people!spoke!with!greater!clarity!during!the!1800!presidential!and!congressional!elections.!The!second!type!of!interposition,!this!constitutional!“middle!ground,”!was!later!described!by!Madison!in!a!letter!to!Charles!Haynes!as!“not!within!the!purview!of!the!Constitution,”!in!other!words,!not!found!within!the!four!corners!of!the!document.!Unlike!interpositions!involving!the!people&engaging!in!the!stuff!of!“ordinary”!politics,!this!type!of!interposition!involved!the!people&of!the!several!states!acting!“in!the!sovereign!capacity!in!which!they!were!parties!to!the!constitutional!compact.”!The!people&of!a!particular!state!can!decide!whether!the!constitutional!compact!“has!or!has!not!been!violated!and!made!void.!If!one!contends!that!it!has,!the!others!have!an!equal!right!to!insist!on!the!validity!and!execution!of!it.”!A!true!nullification!of!the!offending!legislation!would!only!take!place!when!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!154Fritz,!American&Sovereigns,!226?27.!See&also&Fritz,!“A!Constitutional!Middle?Ground!between!Revision!and!Revolution.”!
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a!sufficient!number!of!states!agree!and!are!able!to!engage!in!“co?operating!interpositions.”155!In!his!October!31,!1833,!letter!to!William!C.!Rives,!Madison!defended!himself!from!critics!who!had!charged!him!with!abandoning!the!Principles!of!‘98.!!Drafted!in!the!third!person!so!that!Rives!could!present!the!arguments!as!his!own,!Madison!characterized!the!differences!between!the!two!types!of!interposition!as!the!“distinction!between!a!last&resort&in!behalf!of!constitutional!rights,!within!the!forms!of!the!Constitution,!and!the!ulterior!resorts!to!the!authority!paramount!to!the!Constitution:!These!different!resorts,!instead!of!being!incompatible,!necessarily!result!from!the!principles!of!all!free!Governments,!whether!a!Federal!or!other!character.!Is!not!the!expounding!authority,!wherever!lodged!by!the!constitution!of!Virginia,!the!last!resort!within!the!purview!of!the!Constitution!against!violations!of!it?!and!are!not!the!people!who!made!the!Constitution!a!last!resort!within!the!constitutional!provisions?!The!people!as!composing!a!State,!and!the!States!as!composing!the!Union,!may,!in!fact,!interpose!either!as!constituents!of!their!respective!governments,!according!to!the!forms!of!their!respective!constitutions,!or!as!the!creators!of!their!constitutions,!and!as!paramount!to!them!as!well!as!to!the!governments.!!It!cannot,!as!is!believed,!be!shown!that!J.!M.!ever!admitted!that!a!single&State!had!a!constitutional!right!to!annul,!resist,!or!control!a!law!of!the!United!States,!or!that!he!ever!denied!either!the!right!of!the!States!as&parties!to!the!Constitution![not!a!single!State!or!party]!to!interpose!against!usurped!power;!or!right!of!a!single!State,!as!a!natural!right,!to!shake!off!a!yoke!too!oppressive!to!be!borne.!These!distinctions!are!clear,!and,!if!kept!in!view,!would!dispel!the!verbal!and!sophistical!confusion!so!apt!to!bewilder!the!weak!and!to!disgust!the!wise.156!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!155James!Madison!to!Charles!Eaton!Haynes,!August!27,!1832,!Library!of!Congress,!!http://lcweb2.loc.gov/mss/mjm/23/23_1103_1104.pdf.!Unfortunately!the!site!misspells!Haynes’s!last!name!as!“Hayne,”!an!easy!mistake!likely!due!to!the!association!of!nullification!with!Senator!Robert!Hayne!of!South!Carolina.!156James!Madison!to!W.!C.!Rives,!October!21,!1833,!James!Madison,!Letters&and&other&
Writings&of&James&Madison&Vol.!IV,!1829?1836!(Philadelphia:!J.B!Lippincott!&!Co.,!1865),!309?323,!319,!http://books.google.com/books?id=EUI0AQAAMAAJ&printsec=frontcover&!source=gbs_ge_summary_r&cad=0#v=onepage&q&f=false.!
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Thus,!Madison’s!Virginia!Resolutions!described!the!second!type!of!interposition,!but!did!not!purport!to!exercise!it.!Only!the!people&of!the!state!of!Virginia!could!begin!to!engage!in!that!activity.!While!South!Carolina’s!use!of!a!convention!recognized!that!the!right!of!nullification!must!be!an!act!of!the!people,!acting!in!their!highest!sovereign!capacity,!it!could!not!engage!in!an!act!of!sovereignty!without!the!“co?operating!interpositions”!of!the!other!states.!Similarly,!Breckinridge!and!the!Kentucky!legislature!in!1799!recognized!that!a!
constitutional&nullification!of!an!act!of!Congress!had!to!be!the!action!by!the!majority!of!the!sovereigns.!Where!Breckinridge!and!the!Kentucky!legislature!differed!with!Madison!was!in!identifying!the!ultimate!sovereign!of!the!United!States.157!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!157One!could!make!the!logical!argument!that!because!any!nullification!of!a!federal!statute!likely!would!involve!the!cooperation!of!state!officials,!especially!in!the!executive!and!judicial!branches!of!the!state!government,!if!the!representatives!of!the!people!in!the!state!legislature!joined!with!forces!with!the!majority!of!the!legislatures!of!the!other!states,!respectively!representing!the!people&of!such!states,!the!proper!conditions!for!nullification!of!the!offending!legislation!would!be!metThe!belief!in!the!right!of!the!people&to!create!and!amend!constitutions!outside!the!four!corners!of!the!existing!constitution!was!prevalent!during!the!ante?bellum!period.!See&Akhil!Reed&Amar,!“Philadelphia!Revisisted:!Amending!the!Constitution!Outside!Article!V,”!55!University&of&Chicago&Law&Review,!No.!4!(1988):!1043?1104;!Fritz,!American&Sovereigns,!esp.!237?45.!Law!professor!Bruce!Ackerman!identified!this!aspect!of!the!early!republic!as!“higher!lawmaking”!in!We&the&People:&
Foundations&(Cambridge:!The!Belknap!Press!of!Harvard!University!Press,!1991).!Ackerman’s!believed!this!“higher!lawmaking”!occured!“rarely,!and!under!special!conditions”:!!Before!gaining!the!authority!to!make!supreme!law!in!the!name!of!the!People,!a!movement’s!political!partisans!must,!first,!convince!an!extraordinary!number!of!their!fellow!citizens!to!take!their!proposed!initiative!with!a!seriousness!that!they!do!not!normally!accord!to!politics;!second,!they!must!allow!their!opponents!a!fair!opportunity!to!organize!their!own!forces;!third,!they!must!convince!a!majority!of!their!fellow!Americans!to!support!their!initiative!as!its!merits!are!discussed,!time!and!time!again,!in!the!deliberative!fora!provided!for!“higher!lawmaking.!“!Ackerman,!We&the&People,!6.!!Former!law!professor!Larry!Kramer!argued!in!The&People&Themselves&that!such!“higher!lawmaking”!was!not!limited!to!rare!occasions!during!the!ante?bellum!era!of!the!nineteenth!century!but!was!typical!of!the!era.!Kramer!believed!that!the!people&consistently!
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As!for!the!right!of!secession,!Madison!did!not!make!clear!in!any!of!his!correspondence—maybe!because!he!was!never!asked—why!his!theory!of!the!constitutional!compact!only!referred!to!the!“natural”!or!“original”!right!of!a!single!state!to!exercise!the!right!of!revolution!and!secede!from!the!Union!in!order!to!throw!off!the!yoke!of!oppression.!Could!not,!for!example,!the!people&of!a!state!act!collectively!with!the!people&of!the!other!states!and!reform!the!nation!under!a!new!constitution?!Absolutely,!as!this!is!what!the!people&did,!beginning!with!the!constitutional!convention!in!Philadelphia!and!ending!with!the!people’s&ratification!of!the!Constitution.!The!people&of!the!individual!states!combined!with!the!people&of!the!co?states!and!scrapped!the!Articles!of!Confederation,!substituting!in!its!stead,!the!Constitution!of!the!United!States,!in!defiance!of!the!express!provisions!of!the!Articles!of!Confederation!regarding!the!amending!of!that!bona!fide!agreement!between!the!states.!But!it!would!be!odd!to!characterize!this!reforming!or!creation!of!a!constitution!as!an!act!of!secession,!which!denotes!a!withdrawal!or!separation!from!a!nation,!as!opposed!to!a!reconstitution!or!reforming!of!such!nation.!This!reconstituting!or!reforming!of!a!nation!and!its!constitution!simply!would!be!the!most!dramatic!example!of!this!second!type!of!interposition.158!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!expressed!their!interpretation!of!the!Constitution!through!the!mechanism!of!ordinary!politics!such!as!elections,!and!expected!elected!officials!and!unelected!judges!to!heed!their!judgment.!Kramer,!The&People&Themselves,!197.!Madison!likely!would!have!agreed!with!Kramer’s!interpretation.!The!presidential!election!of!1800!not!only!involved!making!manifest!the!people’s&preference!for!the!policies!of!the!Republicans!but!also!their!interpretation!of!the!Constitution.!Hence,!the!“revolution!of!1800.”!For!an!opposing!point!of!view,!see&Henry!Paul!Monaghan,!“We!the!Peoples,!Original!Understanding,!and!Constitutional!Amendment,”!96!Columbia&Law&Review,!No.!1!(1996):!121?177.!158In!fairness!to!Madison,!none!of!the!advocates!of!states’!rights!theory!nonetheless!rejected!the!right!of!a!single!state!to!nullify!an!act!of!Congress!or!constitutionally&secede!from!the!Union,!ever!explained!the!logic!of!their!conclusions;!they!simply!argued!that!Calhoun,!Hayne!of!other!advocates!of!such!rights!were!illogical!or!impractical.!The!“Old!Republican”!states’!rights!theory!rested!on!the!premise!that!the!constitutional!compact!as!a!
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Proponents!of!the!Carolina&doctrine!and!a!nationalist!theory!of!the!Constitution!believed!that!America!either!had!“a!consolidated!Government”!or!“a!confederated!Government.”!Madison!disagreed.!According!to!Madison,!the!Constitution!was!not!formed!“by!the!government!of!the!component!States”!like!the!Articles!of!Confederation,!“nor!was!it!formed!by!a!majority!of!the!people!of!the!United!States,!as!a!single!community,!in!the!manner!of!a!consolidated!Government.”!Rather,!“the!undisputed!fact!is,!that!the!Constitution!was!made!by!the!people!.!.!.!as!imbodied!into!the!several!States!.!.!.!and,!therefore,!made!by!the!States!in!their!highest!authoritative!capacity.”159!As!for!the!role!of!the!Supreme!Court!and!the!lower!federal!courts,!Madison!rejected!Calhoun’s!contention!that!the!single!state!veto!was!the!proper!constitutional&check!on!the!Congress!and!the!president!when!the!federal!courts!lacked!jurisdiction!to!consider!the!constitutional!challenges!to!legislation,!as!was!the!case!with!the!tariff.!For!Madison,!he!believed!that!his!Report&of&1800!made!it!“sufficiently!clear!that!the!ultimate!decision”!of!the!U.S.!Supreme!Court!is!“confined!to!cases!within!the!Judicial!scope!of!the!Govt”!with!respect!to!“interfering!decisions!of!a!local!or!State!authority”!Judicial!review,!as!Madison!recognized!in!Federalist&No.&39,!and!now!affirmed!was!“clearly!essential!to!prevent!an!appeal!to!the!sword,!and!a!dissolution!of!the!compact.”!But!Madison!also!made!clear!in!his!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!compact!between!the!people&of!the!respective!states,!or!between!the!governments!of!the!respective!states,!or,!in!the!case!of!Woodbury,!between!the!state!governments!and!the!federal!government!as!agents!for!the!people!of!each!state!and!the!people!of!the!nation,!but!such!premise!did!not!lead!to!any!additional!constitutional&remedies!for!the!people&in!the!face!of!unconstitutional!action!of!the!federal!government.!Like!Wilson,!Story!and!Webster,!and!other!advocates!of!the!nationalist!interpretation!of!the!Constitution,!the!people&were!left!with!the!right!to!exercise!the!stuff!off!ordinary!politics,!Madison’s!first!type!of!interposition,!but!not!his!second!type!of!interposition,!which!recognized!the!sovereign!power!the!people!of!the!several!states!had!to!nullify!or!void!an!act!of!Congress,!and!the!right!to!create,!reform!and!reconstitute!the!governing!document!for!the!nation.!!159James!Madison!to!Edward!Everett,!August!28,!1830.)
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October!31!letter!to!Rives!that!the!authority!of!the!judiciary!to!decide!such!cases!under!such!circumstances!“neither!denies!nor!excludes!a!resort!to!the!authority!of!the!parties!to!the!Constitution,!an!authority!above!that!of!the!Constitution!itself.”!The!authority!of!the!ultimate!sovereign!to!interpose!regardless!of!the!decisions!of!the!judicial!as!well!as!other!branches!of!the!government!simply!reflected!the!unlimited!power!of!the!sovereign.!160!He!repeated!this!same!point!N.!P.!Trist!in!December!of!1831:!Other,!and!some!not!very!candid!attempts,!are!made!to!stamp!my!political!career!with!discrediting!inconsistencies.!One!of!these!is!a!charge!that!I!have!on!some!occasions,!represented!the!supreme!Court!of!the!U.!S.!as!the!judge!in!the!last!Resort,!on!the!boundary!of!jurisdiction!between!the!several!States!&!the!U.!S.!and!on!other!occasions!have!assigned!this!last!resort!to!the!parties!to!the!Constitution.!It!is!the!more!extraordinary!that!such!a!charge!should!have!been!hazarded;!since!besides!the!obvious!explanation,!that!the!last!resort!means!in!one!case,!the!last!within!the!purview!&!forms!of!the!Constitution;!and!in!the!other,!the!last!resort!of!all,!from!the!Constitution!itself,!to!the!parties!who!made!it,!the!distinction!is!presented!&!dwelt!on!both!in!the!report!on!the!Virga!Resolutions!and!in!the!letter!to!Mr.!Everett,!the!very!documents!appealed!to!in!proof!of!the!inconsistency.!The!distinction!between!these!ultimate!resorts!is!in!fact!the!same,!within!the!several!States.!The!Judiciary&there!may!in!the!course!of!its!functions!be!the!last!resort!within!the!provisions!&!forms!of!the!Constitution;!and!the!people,!the!parties!to!the!Constitution,!the!last!in!cases!ultra?constitutional,!and!therefore!requiring!their!interposition.161!!Meaningful!concern!with!Madison’s!specific!compact!theory,!and!its!reliance!on!the!
people,!acting!in!their!highest!sovereign!capacity,!was!not!evident!until!the!1820s!and!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!160James!Madison!to!William!C.!Rives,!October!31,!1831,!Founders&Early&Access,!The!University!of!Virginia,!https://rotunda.upress.virginia.edu/founders/default.xqy?keys=FO!EA?print?02?02?02?2852;!Federalist&No.&38;!James!Madison!to!N.!P.!Trist,!December!1831,!James!Madison,!The&Writings&of&James&Madison,&comprising&his&Public&Papers&and&his&Private&
Correspondence,&including&his&numerous&letters&and&documents&now&for&the&first&time&printed,!ed.!Gaillard!Hunt,!Vol.!9!(New!York:!G.P.!Putnam’s!Sons,!1900),!http://oll.libertyfund.org/!titles/1940#!Madison_1356?09_1329;!James!Madison!to!Edward!Everett,!August!28,!1830.!161James!Madison!to!William!C.!Rives,!October!31,!1831,!Founders&Early&Access,!The!University!of!Virginia,!https://rotunda.upress.virginia.edu/founders/default.xqy?keys=FO!EA?print?02?02?02?2852;!Federalist&No.&38;!James!Madison!to!Edward!Everett,!August!28,!1830.!
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1830s,!likely!in!response!to!the!flirtations!with!secession!and!nullification!by!the!Hartford!Convention!and!in!connection!with!the!Nullification!Crisis,!each!of!which!utilized!a!convention!of!the!people&as!the!protagonist&rather!than!the!State!legislature.!And!even!here,!nationalist!critics!rarely!directly!engaged!Madison’s!distinct!reliance!on!the!people&and!the!remedy!of!interposition,&but!simply!described!the!Constitution!as!being!formed!by!the!
people,!acting!en&masse.!Rather!than!seeking!to!understand!the!apparently!subtle!differences!between!the!two!theories,!these!nationalists!typically!conjoined!Madison’s!reliance!on!the!sovereign!people&with!Jefferson’s!reliance!on!the!State!legislatures!under!the!banner!of!individual!“state!sovereignty.”!!
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9 CONCLUSION)!The!Virginia!and!Kentucky!Resolutions!set!forth!James!Madison!and!Thomas!Jefferson’s!respective!compact!theories!of!the!Constitution!in!response!to!the!federal!government’s!enactment!of!the!Alien!and!Sedition!Acts!in!1798,!a!law!each!deemed!violative!of!the!Constitution.!Each!defined!the!Constitution!as!a!“compact!between!the!states,”!and!each!believed!that!state!legislatures!had!a!meaningful!role!to!play!in!constitutional!interpretation,!including!the!duty!to!“sound!the!alarm”!in!response!to!unconstitutional!actions!of!the!federal!government.!Their!compact!theories!diverged!dramatically,!however,!when!defining!the!nature!of!the!constitutional!compact,!the!parties!thereto,!and!the!remedies!available!to!the!states!and!the!people!in!response!to!unconstitutional!actions!of!the!federal!government.!!Jefferson!interpreted!the!Constitution!as!an!agreement!or!contract!between!the!sovereign!state!governments,!akin!to!a!treaty!between!independent!nations.!Thus,!the!federal!government’s!exercise!of!power!and!authority!not!specifically!granted!under!the!Constitution!was!a!breach!of!the!constitutional!compact,!in!response!to!which!the!state!governments!had!the!right!and!duty!to!nullify!the!offending!action!of!the!federal!government!within!their!respective!state!boundaries.!Madison!disagreed!with!Jefferson!on!many!of!these!principles.!For!Madison,!the!parties!to!the!constitutional!compact!were!the!thirteen!distinct!peoples&of!the!several!states,!acting!in!their!highest!sovereign!capacity,&who!collectively!came!together!to!create!the!Constitution!and!to!form!a!more!perfect!Union,!because!“in!that!sense!the!Constitution!was!submitted!to!the!‘states;’!in!that!sense!the!‘states’!ratified!it;!and!in!that!sense!of!the!term!‘states,’!they!are!consequently!parties!to!the!
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compact!from!which!the!powers!of!the!federal!government!result.”1!Madison,!like!Jefferson,!believed!that!the!powers!granted!to!the!federal!government!were!limited!to!those!specifically!set!forth!in!the!Constitution,!and!like!Jefferson,!believed!that!all!other!power!was!retained!by!the!states!and!by!the!people.!Madison,!however,!did!not!interpret!the!remedies!available!to!the!states!and!the!people&in!response!to!unconstitutional!actions!of!the!federal!government!by!application!of!strict!rules!applicable!to!contracts!or!treaties.!He!recognized!that!the!United!States!was!not!a!league!of!separate!and!distinct!nations,!but!“an!intimate!and!constitutional!union.”!Thus,!Madison!did!not!deem!every!breach!of!the!compact!by!the!federal!government!as!justifying!a!constitutional!confrontation!or!countenancing!nullification!by!the!people.!He!rejected!the!notion!that!a!single!state!government,!or!even!the!sovereign!people&of!one!state,!could!nullify!an!unconstitutional!action!of!the!federal!government.!Only!a!majority!of!the!people&of!the!several!states,!as!the!ultimate!sovereigns!of!the!nation,!could!nullify!an!unconstitutional!act!of!the!federal!government,!and!such!right!of!nullification!should!only!be!exercised!when!the!unconstitutional!action!of!the!federal!government!“deeply!and!essentially”!affected!the!“vital!principles!of!their!political!system.”2!Madison!believed!that!the!Sedition!Act!might!be!such!an!occasion!because!criminalizing!speech!or!the!publication!of!editorials!critical!of!the!government!was!a!direct!assault!on!the!fundamental!right!of!the!people,!as!ultimate!sovereigns!of!the!nation,&to!freely!examine!the!actions!of!the!government!and!to!hold!it!accountable.!Ultimately,!neither!Madison’s!nor!Jefferson’s!theory!of!nullification!was!put!to!the!test!during!the!Sedition!Act!crisis.!Jefferson’s!election!as!president!in!1800!averted!a!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1Report&of&1800.!!! 2Ibid.!!
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potential!constitutional!crisis!that!might!have!threatened!the!Union.!As!a!result,!the!true!meaning!and!understanding!of!the!Virginia!and!Kentucky!Resolutions,!like!the!meaning!and!understanding!of!the!Constitution!itself,!would!be!the!subject!of!periodic!debate!and!negotiation!by!the!America!people!during!the!early!republic.!During!the!three!ensuing!decades,!the!people&and!state!governments!invoked!the!Principles!of!‘98!in!response!to!actions!of!the!federal!government!they!deemed!violative!of!the!constitutional!compact.!For!Madison!and!Jefferson,!the!best!evidence!in!support!of!their!conclusion!that!the!Alien!and!Sedition!Acts!had!been!unconstitutional!was!the!Constitution!itself.!In!the!case!of!the!Sedition!Act,!for!example,!they!believed!Congress!lacked!any!express!authority!to!regulate!freedom!of!expression!under!the!original!Constitution,!and!the!ratification!of!the!First!Amendment!was!intended!to!make!such!lack!of!authority!absolutely!clear.!!Subsequent!reliance!on!the!Principles!of!‘98,!however,!by!New!England!Federalists!from!1807?1815!and!South!Carolina!nullifiers!from!1828?1834,!undermined!the!legitimacy!of!the!Principles!of!‘98!because!the!actions!of!the!federal!government,!although!objectionable!to!many!as!a!matter!of!policy,!appeared!to!be!specifically!authorized!under!the!Constitution.!New!England’s!constitutional!objection!to!the!Embargo!of!1807,!and!related!legislation,!and!the!federal!government’s!conduct!of!the!War!of!1812,!were!undermined!by!the!Constitution’s!explicit!grant!to!the!federal!government!of!authority!to!regulate!commerce,!conduct!the!nation’s!foreign!policy!and!declare!war.!Likewise,!South!Carolina’s!constitutional!objection!to!the!Tariff!of!1828!appeared!unfounded!given!the!Constitution!explicit!grant!to!Congress!of!authority!to!enact!tariffs.!After!all,!the!national!government’s!legal!and!practical!inability!to!collect!sufficient!taxes!and!duties!under!the!Articles!of!Confederation!had!been!one!of!the!major!imputes!for!the!ratification!of!the!
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Constitution.!Thus,!New!England!and!South!Carolina’s!invocation!of!the!constitutional!principles!of!the!Virginia!and!Kentucky!Resolutions!seemed!misplaced;!an!ill?advised!attempt!to!transform!policy!differences!into!a!constitutional!crisis!that!threatened!nullification!and!disunion.!In!between!the!efforts!of!New!England!and!South!Carolina!nullification,!Chief!Justice!John!Marshall!embraced!elements!of!Madison’s!theory!of!the!founding!while!clearly!rejecting!Madison’s!more!restrictive!interpretation!of!the!powers!delegated!to!the!federal!government.!Marshall!biographer!Albert!Beveridge!later!characterized!Marshall’s!theory!of!the!founding!expressed!in!McCulloch&v.&Maryland&as!containing!a!“clearness!and!brevity”!which!“never!has!been!surpassed.”3!Despite!Beveridge’s!praise,!Marshall’s!theory!of!the!founding,!the!nature!of!the!Union,!and!the!remedies!available!to!the!states!and!to!the!people&in!response!to!unconstitutional!actions!of!the!federal!government,!was!no!less!ambiguous!than!Madison’s!or!Jefferson’s.!In!his!analysis!of!Marshall’s!decisions!during!this!era,!G.!Edward!White!judged!Marshall’s!jurisprudence!as!“a!critique!of!reserved!state!sovereignty,”!or!as!having!the!“overriding!purpose”!of!replacing!“the!idea!that!the!Constitution!was!created!by!a!compact!among!the!states!with!the!idea!that!the!Constitution!created!a!Union!out!of!the!states.”4!!If!Madison’s!compact!theory!of!the!Constitution!had!been!better!understood,!or!more!fairly,!better!expressed,!or!if!Marshall!had!not!only!accepted!the!centrality!of!the!
people&of!the!several!states!but!also!Madison’s!majoritarian!remedy!in!response!to!unconstitutional!actions!of!the!federal!government,!would!it!have!mattered?!Would!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3Albert!J.!Beveridge,!The&Life&of&John&Marshall,!4!vols.!Vol.!4,!“The!Building!of!a!Nation,!1815?1835”!(Boston!and!New!York:!Houghton!Mifflin!Company,!1919),!292;!https://archive.org/stream/lifeofjohnmarsha04beveuoft#page/292/mode/2up.!4White,!The&Marshall&Court&and&Cultural&Change,!486?87.!!
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Marshall’s!full!acceptance!of!Madison’s!compact!theory!of!the!Constitution!have!prevented!him!from!constructing!a!broad!interpretation!of!the!powers!of!the!federal!government?!Could!not!have!Marshall’s!compact!theory!simply!reflected!a!different!conclusion!than!Madison!as!to!the!people’s&allocation!of!governmental!power!between!the!federal!and!state!governments.!Regardless,!Marshall’s!rejection!of!compact!theory!left!the!states!and!the!
people&with!almost!all!of!the!same!remedies!that!Madison!foresaw!for!his!people&of!the!several!states:!protest,!remonstrances,!petitions,!elections,!resorts!to!the!courts!and!Constitutional!amendments.!Marshall!never!defined!what!additional!remedy,!if!any,!the!
people&of!the!several!states!had!to!combat!unconstitutional!actions!of!the!federal!government;!Madison!called!it!interposition.!Madison!believed!the!people!of!the!several!states!could!collectively!nullify!an!action!of!the!federal!government!under!very!special!circumstances,!but!like!Marshall,!Madison!did!not!see!the!states!governments!as!being!present!at!creation.!Madison,!therefore,!interpreted!the!alleged!right!of!a!state!to!secede!as!akin!to!the!people’s&ancient!right!of!revolution,!not!the!act!of!a!sovereign.!Because!Madison!reserved!a!special!remedy!for!the!
people&of!the!sovereign!states!to!act!in!their!highest!sovereign!capacity,!there!would!be!no!need!for!the!people!to!call!for!secession.!The!people,!acting!in!their!highest!sovereign!capacity,&would!simply!reconstitute!their!government!and!make!the!necessary!correctives!to!the!Constitution!to!ameliorate!those!aspects!they!believed!had!led!to!the!crisis.!After!all,!this!is!what!the!people&had!done!when!ratifying!the!Constitution.!Unfortunately,!Marshall!had!no!occasion!to!adopt!those!aspects!of!Madison’s!compact!theory!of!the!Constitution.!On!the!floor!of!the!Senate,!in!January!through!March!of!1830,!the!three!competing!visions!of!the!nation’s!creation!were!still!up!for!negotiation.!The!nationalist!views!of!Daniel!
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Webster!and!the!states’!rights!views!of!Robert!Hayne!were!at!the!ideological!extremes,!and!each!was!in!the!minority.!No!less!than!five!senators!explicitly!accepted!a!compact!theory!of!the!Constitution!that!placed!the!people&of!the!several!states!at!the!center!of!creation.!Interestingly,!as!Madison!subsequently!argued!throughout!the!Nullification!Crisis,!only!one!of!those!senators!supported!the!right!of!a!single!state!to!nullify!federal!law.5!Most!interesting!were!the!remarks!of!Edward!Livingston,!who!expressed!a!clearer!grasp!of!Madison’s!compact!theory!of!the!Constitution!than!the!other!speakers,!including!Webster.!Livingston!identified!the!people&of!the!several!states!as!the!parties!to!the!constitutional!compact!and!championed!the!right!of!the!people&and!the!states!to!exercise!Madison’s!first!type!of!interposition:!the!right!to!protest,!petition!for!a!repeal!of!the!offending!law,!amend!the!Constitution!or!seek!redress!in!the!federal!courts.!Would!he!have!championed!Madison’s!second!type!as!well!to!avoid!a!sectional!crisis?!When!Livingston!subsequently!drafted!Jackson’s!Proclamation,!he!largely!abandoned!the!more!reasonable!language!from!his!1830!Senate!speech!in!attacking!South!Carolina’s!claim!that!a!single!state!could!nullify!an!act!of!the!federal!government.!Rather!than!providing!South!Carolina!with!a!constitutional!path!forward!that!would!have!required!acquiring!the!support!of!the!people&in!its!sister!states,!the!Proclamation&adopted!a!national!and!confrontational!tone!South!Carolina!nullifiers!interpreted!as!reflecting!a!desire!to!permanently!relegate!the!state!to!a!regional!minority!in!national!politics.!As!a!result,!South!Carolina!and!other!southern!states!most!adversely!affected!by!the!protective!tariff!became!committed!to!the!most!combative!creation!myth!that!a!single!“state,”!whether!defined!as!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5John!Clayton!of!Delaware!passed!no!judgment!on!the!compact!theory!of!the!Union!but!did!reject!the!right!of!a!single!state!to!nullify!federal!law!“without!the!aid!of!the!Federal!judiciary.”!
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the!government!of!that!state!or!the!people&of!that!state,!could!nullify!an!act!of!Congress.!If!Jackson’s!Proclamation!had!been!more!consistent!with!Livingston’s!Senate!speech,!and!had!Jackson’s!Proclamation&embraced!Madison’s!theory!of!popular!interposition,!would!South!Carolina!have!sought!greater!support!from!their!southern!neighbors!such!as!Georgia!and!Virginia,!who!were!largely!sympathetic!to!their!plight?!Rather!than!declare!the!right!of!a!single!state!to!nullify!an!act!of!Congress!and!to!secede!from!the!Union,!thereby!forcing!potential!allies!to!adopt!the!most!confrontational!approach!vis?à?vis!the!federal!government,!opponents!of!the!protective!tariff!in!South!Carolina!might!have!recommitted!to!obtaining!the!cooperation!of!other!states.!Would!not!such!efforts!have!borne!fruit!in!the!way!nullification!and!threats!of!secession!did!not?!We!will!never!know.!What!we!do!know!is!that!the!Nullification!Crisis!came!to!a!peaceful!resolution!because!Congress!reduced!the!tariffs.!Thus,!South!Carolina’s!ultimate!political!victory!over!the!forces!in!favor!of!a!protective!tariff!was!the!result!of!a!battle!between!Jefferson’s!creation!myth!and!the!nationalist!creation!myth!presented!by!Webster.!Once!the!lines!were!drawn!between!these!two!binary!theories!of!creation,!the!constitutional!“middle!ground”!set!forth!in!Madison’s!Virginia!Resolutions,!which!was!largely!acceptable!to!John!Marshall,!the!nation’s!first!powerful!chief!justice,!and!to!a!number!of!Southern!senators!during!the!1830!Senate!debates,!was!lost!and!gone!forever.!In!the!years!ahead,!with!the!constitutional!middle!ground!no!longer!a!viable!alternative,!the!forces!who!believed!in!Jefferson’s!creation!myth!would!do!battle!time!and!again!with!the!advocates!of!the!nationalist!creation!myth,!who!eventually!would!be!led!by!Abraham!Lincoln.!A!better!understanding!and!acceptance!of!Madison’s!Principles!of!‘98!may!have!benefited!the!nation!during!the!nineteenth!century.!Today,!given!the!threats!of!state!
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nullification!and!interposition!that!contribute!to!a!souring!of!political!discourse!on!issues!of!national!concern,!and!the!recent!actions!of!the!federal!government,!under!both!political!parties,!to!monitor!all!communications!among!the!people&and!to!intimidate!whistle?blowers!who!threaten!to!expose!unconstitutional!actions!of!the!federal!government,!the!nation!could!benefit!from!a!better!understanding!and!acceptance!of!Madison’s!Principles!of!‘98,!and!the!right,!duties!and!remedies!available!to!the!people&as!the!ultimate!sovereigns!of!the!United!States.!
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